












Trương Chí Lâm
Email:  truonglam29052001@gmail.com

Phone:  0971673314

Gender:  Male

Date of birth:  May 29, 2001

Address:  Hanoi, Vietnam

Objective

Software Developer Intern with training and experience in Java
and Web design programming. Knowledgeable in wide range of
development languages and methodologies. Bright critical
thinker with proven talent for learning quickly in results-oriented
environment.Dedicated to improving skills through hands-on
learning and development work. Proficient in mobile and desktop
development



EDUCATION

FPT University, Major: Software Engineering

May 2019  -  June 2023

GPA: 3.6/4

SKILLS

Language: English, VietNam

Software: Technical documentation development
Agile environments
Debugging
Java programming skills
Algorithms and data structures

INTERESTS

I like soccer, music..

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

My hobby I like most is listening to music. I started
listening many kind of music when I was a little
boy.I like many kind of music, especially I am



WORK EXPERIENCE

FPT, Software Developer Intern

MAY 2020  -  AUGUST 2020

-Collaborated effectively with members of software development team and -
personnel in other departments.
-Learned software engineering process improvements and best
practices.Maintained and upgraded products to deliver smooth-running
systems.Collaborated with other developers to identify and alleviate number
of bugs and errors in software.
Designed and developed reports using SQL server reporting services.

CERTIFICATIONS

2021: Web Design by Coursera
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Software Developer Intern



interested in the US - UK songs. Thus, I studied
English to understand the meaning of the songs I
have heard. At first, I listened country music. They
were quite slowly and it was quite easy to hear and
understand them. Now, I can understand most of
all the US - UK songs I have heard. That's so
great!I have usually spent my free time to listen
the best songs. I like listening to music because
my soul is relaxed when I listen.
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